Abstract-We propose a framework for improving classifier performance by effectively using auxiliary samples. The auxiliary samples are labeled not in terms of the target taxonomy according to which we wish to classify samples, but according to classification schemes or taxonomies that are different from the target taxonomy. Our method finds a classifier by minimizing a weighted error over the target and auxiliary samples. The weights are defined so that the weighted error approximates the expected error when samples are classified into the target taxonomy. Experiments using synthetic and text data show that our method significantly improves the classifier performance in most cases compared to conventional data augmentation methods.
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INTRODUCTION
I N general, performance of a classifier can be improved as the number of training samples is increased. In real applications, however, one does not necessarily have enough training samples to achieve a reasonable performance. In order to circumvent such difficulties, there has been great interest in methods that augment and effectively increase training samples, such as semisupervised learning [1] and domain adaptation [2] , where the former augments a set of training samples with unlabeled samples and the latter with samples from different domains. Another way to improve performance with fewer training samples is active learning [3] , which constructs a set of training samples by actively selecting unlabeled samples and making queries for their labels, thereby effectively reducing required labeled samples for training.
In this paper, we consider a related but different setting, in which we have not only target samples that are labeled using the same taxonomy as the one we want to classify samples, but also auxiliary samples that are labeled using different taxonomies. In many applications, there are few target samples but a lot of auxiliary samples. For example, suppose that one wants to classify web pages automatically according to her personal taxonomy. It is almost always the case that one has only a few web pages labeled with her taxonomy, since labeling web pages is a tiresome and time-consuming task. On the other hand, there are a huge collection of web pages available that have already been categorized according to various taxonomies by somebody else, such as directory search engines or users in social bookmark sites. Such auxiliary samples can be useful, because there may be classes in the auxiliary samples that are similar in their classification criteria to those in the target samples, and samples in these classes may be helpful in training a classifier for the target taxonomy. However, supervised learning methods cannot utilize such auxiliary samples, since class labels given to the auxiliary samples are semantically different from those given to the target samples; even if labels are nominally the same, the classification criteria may be different.
Our solution, proposed in this paper, is a simple framework for making efficient use of auxiliary samples with different taxonomies in order to improve performance of a classifier. Our method automatically finds auxiliary classes that are similar to target classes, and trains a classifier by using not only target samples but also auxiliary samples with class-dependent weights. The weights represent similarities between the target and auxiliary classes, and it is important to set them appropriately for improving classifier performance. Our method sets the weights so that the error with these weights over the target and auxiliary samples approximates the expected error when samples are classified into target classes. Therefore, we can learn a classifier for target classes by minimizing the weighted error. We call our framework class adaptation. Our framework of making use of auxiliary samples is widely applicable in conjunction with a variety of existing classifiers simply by introducing weights without modifying the classifiers themselves.
PROBLEM SETTING
Let T T be a set of target classes, and A A be a set of auxiliary classes. The goal is to find a classifier f : x x 7 ! y, y 2 T T using target samples D T ¼ fðx x n ; y n Þg auxiliary samples D A ¼ fðx x n ; y n Þg N n¼NT þ1 , where y n 2 A A. Here, x x n is the feature vector of the nth sample, y n is the class label of the nth sample, N T is the number of samples with target class labels, and N is the number of all samples. We assume that y is a discrete variable. We also assume that x x is a vector of discrete variables throughout this paper. Note that the following analysis is unchanged if some or all of elements in x x are continuous, except that the summations should be replaced with integrations.
In general, a classifier is trained by minimizing the following empirical error over the given target samples:
Jðx x n ; y n ; fÞ;
where the error function Jðx x; y; fÞ represents error of the classifier f given the sample ðx x; yÞ. Typical error functions include negative log likelihood Jðx x; y; fÞ ¼ À log P ðyjx x; fÞ, and 0-1 loss function, Jðx x; y; fÞ ¼ 0 if fðx xÞ ¼ y and Jðx x; y; fÞ ¼ 1 otherwise. As the number of target samples N T grows to infinity, E T ðfÞ converges to the expected error. Therefore, the minimization of E T ðfÞ will lead to the minimization of expected error if we have sufficient numbers of target samples. However, if we have only a few target samples, the trained classifier can overfit the given target samples, which results in poor performance.
PROPOSED METHOD
Weighted Error
We assume that the number of available target samples is small, and consider how to make efficient use of auxiliary samples in order to improve classifier performance. Let Y Y ¼ T T [ A A be a set of all classes. Assume that we have weight wðtjyÞ that represents correlation or similarity viewed from class y 2 Y Y to class t 2 T T . We learn a classifier by minimizing the following weighted error over the given target and auxiliary samples:
wðtjy n ÞJðx x n ; t; fÞ:
If we choose weights so that wðtjyÞ ¼ 1 if t ¼ y and wðtjyÞ ¼ 0 otherwise, then the weighted error EðfÞ\coincides up to the overall factor N T =N\with the empirical error over the target samples E T ðfÞ in (1), which means that the weighted error (2) includes the empirical error (1) as a special case. In general, wðtjyÞ takes a value between 0 and 1. If we wish, we can impose a constraint that the weight between a target class and another target class is zero: wðtjyÞ ¼ 0 if y 2 T T and y 6 ¼ t. We do not use the constraint, however, because one can improve classifier performance by making use of relationships among target classes if target classes form a hierarchical structure [4] . Since we want a classifier that classifies a sample into one of the target classes with as small error as possible, we need to set weights fwðtjyÞg so that the weighted error approximates the expected error for target classes:
P ðx x; tÞJðx x; t; fÞ EðfÞ: ð3Þ
In order to accomplish this approximation, we consider the following generative model for the whole samples
We regard that each sample consists of the triplet ðx x; y; tÞ, and that only the pair ðx x; yÞ is observed as a sample, where y 2 Y Y and t 2 T T represent observed and target classes of the sample, respectively. Thus, t is a latent, or hidden, variable of our generative model. Assuming that x x and t are conditionally independent given y, i.e., P ðx xjy; tÞ ¼ P ðx xjyÞ, the joint distribution of x x and t is written as follows:
where P ðtÞ is a prior distribution of the target class t, where P ðyjtÞ is a conditional distribution which describes how the observed class y depends on the target class t, and where P ðx xjyÞ is a distribution of the sample attributes x x given the observed class y. By using (4), the expected error is rewritten as follows:
EðfÞ ¼ X 
which is the expected value of P t2T T Jðx x; t; fÞP ðtjyÞ with respect to P ðx x; yÞ. The expected value can be approximated by an empirical expected value over the samples as
ðx x n ;y n Þ ðx x; yÞ X t2T T Jðx x; t; fÞP ðtjyÞ
P ðtjy n ÞJðx x n ; t; fÞ;
where P ðx x; yÞ is approximated by the empirical distribution P ðx x; yÞ % 1 N P N n¼1 ðx x n ;y n Þ ðx x; yÞ. Here, ðx x n ;y n Þ ðx x; yÞ represents Kronecker's delta, i.e., ðx xn;ynÞ ðx x; yÞ ¼ 1 if ðx x n ; y n Þ ¼ ðx x; yÞ and 0 otherwise. Identifying the approximated EðfÞ with the weighted error EðfÞ, we see that the weights wðtjyÞ should be set equal to P ðtjyÞ, that is, we have
where the Bayes rule P ðtjyÞ ¼ P ðtÞP ðyjtÞ P ðyÞ is used. The above formula shows that one can calculate the proper weights wðtjyÞ once we have estimates for P ðtÞ, P ðyÞ, and P ðyjtÞ.
Estimation of Weights
The maximum likelihood estimate of P ðyÞ is given straightforwardly byP ðyÞ ¼ N y =N, where N y denotes the number of samples with class y.
In order to obtain an estimate of P ðtÞ, we assume that P ðtÞ, which is the probability of the target class t in the whole samples D T [ D A , is the same as the probability of the class t in the target samples D T . It is reasonable because the target taxonomy should be regarded as somehow personal in our assumed scenario, and it is unlikely that the external sources of auxiliary samples are affected by the target taxonomy in their classification of samples. Under this assumption, we can obtain a maximum likelihood estimate of P ðtÞ, which is given byP ðtÞ ¼ N t =N T , where N t is the number of samples with class t.
We can estimate a set of conditional probabilities fP P t g t2T T , where P P t ¼ ðP ðyjtÞÞ y2Y Y , using the EM algorithm. Under our generative model (4), the log likelihood for class t being maximized is written as follows:
where we use leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO) and thuŝ P Àn ðx xjyÞ represents an estimate of the model distribution of class y\that is estimated in advance using samples with class y excluding the nth sample. For the model distributions, one can arbitrarily assume a generative model that is appropriate for the given samples, such as Gaussian or multinomial distribution. If we estimate the conditional probabilities P P t \using training samples that are also used for estimating the model distribution, the estimation will become biased. Specifically, we will obtain wðtjyÞ ¼ 0 if y 6 ¼ t, so that auxiliary samples will not be used at all. Therefore, we use LOO. Note thatP Àn ðx xjyÞ for y 2 A A is the same as the respective non-LOO estimate. Note also that when we use an exponential family for the model distribution, the computational cost required for the LOO estimation is no greater than that of non-LOO estimation if sufficient statistics are calculated in advance. When the model distributionŝ P Àn ðx xjyÞ are fixed, the global optimality of the estimate is guaranteed since LðP P t Þ is convex with respect to P P t . Let P P ðÞ t be an estimate at th step of the EM algorithm. The conditional expectation of the complete-data log likelihood being maximized is
Here, the class posterior probability of x x n given the current estimate P P ðÞ t can be computed via the Bayes rule:
P ðyjx x n ; t; P P 
An estimate of the conditional probabilities at the next step, P P ðþ1Þ t ¼ ðP ðþ1Þ ðyjtÞÞ y2Y Y , is obtained by maximizing QðP P t jP P ðÞ t Þ with respect to P P t , yielding:
n:y n ¼t P À yjx x n ; t; P P
By iterating these steps until a convergence criterion is satisfied, we obtain the global optimum solution of P P t . Table 1 shows the algorithm of our method for improving classifier performance by using auxiliary samples. Our method has two parts, weight estimation and classifier training. This modularity enables us to extend existing classifiers easily to utilize auxiliary samples by the simple sample weighting method. The classifier to be trained does not have to be based on the generative model that is used in weight estimation: It can be based on a different generative model, or even on a discriminative model. The classifier to be used in step 5 should be capable of dealing with weighted samples. It is not a severe limitation of our approach because many common classifiers are able to learn with a weighted error. For example, for learning a classifier that is based on an exponential family, such as that with multinomial or Gaussian class-conditional distributions, one has only to calculate weighted sufficient statistics.
Intuitively speaking, our method finds relationships between target and auxiliary classes, assigns target-class weights to each of the target and auxiliary samples, and then uses the weighted auxiliary samples for training to improve classifier performance.
RELATED WORKS
A number of methods have been proposed for improving classifier performance by using auxiliary samples. There are three general approaches. The first approach utilizes auxiliary samples as unlabeled samples, such as semisupervised learning [1] , [5] . It ignores the auxiliary class information that can be helpful for improving classifier performance. The second approach uses the auxiliary class information, but requires the classes to be the same as the classes in the target samples, such as domain adaptation [2] . It cannot use samples with different taxonomies. The third approach uses the auxiliary class information even if the classes are different from those given to the target samples. Examples of the third approach include transfer learning, catalog integration, cross-training, ontology matching, and feature augmentation as well as our method. Transfer learning [6] utilizes problems similar to a target problem in order to improve classifier performance. Our method is different from previous transfer learning methods in that we train a target classifier using relationships between classes. Catalog integration [7] addresses the problem of integrating samples from different taxonomies into a target taxonomy, in which the samples need to be labeled with different taxonomies. In contrast, we do not assume the samples to be labeled. Cross-training [8] improves classifier performance by using samples with two taxonomies. Our method can utilize samples with more than two taxonomies. We compared our method and cross-training by text classification experiments in Section 6. Ontology matching [9] finds similar classes in different taxonomies. It is different from our method in that the similarity [10] , [11] , [12] , class information in different taxonomies is augmented into each feature vector in target samples. The augmentation values are calculated by a classifier trained with auxiliary samples. Our method is different from them in that we find the correspondence between target and auxiliary classes. We compared our method and a feature augmentation method by experiments in Section 6.
The method proposed in [13] improves classifier performance by using proximity between classes in the ontology. The method and ours are similar in the sense that both methods incorporate contributions from samples with related classes. The difference is that we propose a principled procedure to calculate the similarities, or weights, so that the weighted error approximates the expected error by assuming a generative model as in (4), rather than assuming that the similarities are given.
TOY EXAMPLE
We demonstrate performance of our method using simple synthetic data for a toy binary classification problem. In the toy problem, target samples are generated from two 100-dimensional Gaussian distributions where their means are W Ã ¼ ðÀ1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ and E Ã ¼ ð1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ, respectively, and their covariances are identity matrices. For auxiliary samples, we consider the following four scenarios:
. Table 2 shows the classification accuracies achieved by our method with auxiliary samples for the four scenarios considered, and accuracies without auxiliary samples (labeled as "Target-only"). The values in the table represent the average accuracies over 100 experiments. The accuracies achieved by our method with the Identical scenario are significantly improved compared to those of the Target-only scenario, especially in the case where the number of target samples is small. When the distribution of an auxiliary class is identical to that of a target class, the auxiliary samples can be used as target samples if we find the correspondence between the target and auxiliary classes. Since finding the correspondence usually needs smaller number of samples than modeling the distribution itself, the classifier performance can be improved with the small number of target samples as is observed in this result. The accuracies achieved with the Diagonal scenario are also better than those with the Target-only scenario. This result implies that our method can improve classifier performance if there is some correlation between target and auxiliary classes, even though the distributions are not identical. When there is no correlation as in the Orthogonal scenario, our method is not helpful in improving classifier performance, and may worsen the performance. However, if there are also auxiliary classes that are correlated with the target classes as well as orthogonal classes as in the Mix scenario, our method can improve classifier performance by using samples in correlated classes and ignoring samples in orthogonal classes. The value in the parenthesis represents the standard deviation. The value is in bold face when it is better than that of Target-only. Fig. 2 shows the estimated conditional probabilities P ðyjtÞ. The probabilities in highly correlated classes are high, such as ðW Ã ; WÞ and ðE Ã ; EÞ elements in Identical and Mix scenarios, and they match with the characteristics of generative models of the auxiliary samples. This trend becomes stronger with the number of target samples increases.
APPLICATION TO TEXT CLASSIFICATION
Weight Estimation
We describe application of our method to a text classification problem. We assume that a document is represented by a word count vector x x ¼ ðx j Þ V j¼1 where x j is the count of word j in the document, and V is the vocabulary size of the entire collection. We use the multinomial distribution for the model distribution P ðx xjyÞ / Q V j¼1 yj xj where yj is the probability that the word j appears in a document whose class is y. The LOO maximum likelihood estimation of parameter yj without the nth sample, denoted by Àn;yj , is obtained bŷ
where m is a document index, 1 m N. The estimateŝ Àn;yj are allowed to be zero by definition, but it causes difficulty in our formulation. In order to avoid the zero probability problem, we employ the following smoothing operation with a uniform distribution:
where 0 < 1 is a hyperparameter, and use Àn;yj as the estimate of yj . It should be noted that this smoothing is equivalent to using a Dirichlet prior for the multinomial parameters.
We can estimate the unknown conditional probabilities fP P t g and the hyperparameter simultaneously by maximizing the following complete-data log likelihood using the generalized EM algorithm:
À yjx x n ; t; P P 
where, and hereafter, Q ðÞ t represents QðP P t ; jP P ðÞ t ; ðÞ Þ. The E-step and the update of conditional probabilities in the Mstep follow the same procedures as the standard EM algorithm described in (10) and (11), respectively. In the M-step, we update the hyperparameter using the Newton method: Since the second-order derivative is always negative or zero, we can obtain the global optimum solution of by iterating the update (15) in the M-step.
Text Classifiers
We consider three representative text classifiers, the naive Bayes model, the maximum entropy model, and the support vector machine. The naive Bayes model assumes that each word is generated independently given a class, which is the same generative model as that used for the weight estimation. The probability of the word count vector x x in the target class t is represented by
where tj represents the probability that the word j occurs in the class t. When we use negative log likelihood for the error function, and a Dirichlet prior for tj , the weighted error becomes
Here is a hyperparameter characterizing the Dirichlet prior. The estimation of tj that minimizes this weighted error is as follows:
The maximum entropy model is a discriminative model, and it estimates a probability distribution that maximizes entropy under the constraints in the given samples. This model has been used in various research fields such as text classification [14] and collaborative filtering [15] . The maximum-entropy distribution of the target class t given the word count vector x x is represented as follows:
where t is an unknown parameter vector for class t, and where > t represents the transpose of t . When we use negative log likelihood for the error function and Gaussian prior for t with mean 0 0 and covariance À1 I I [16] , the weighted error becomes
Here is a hyperparameter of the Gaussian prior for t . We can estimate the unknown parameters f t g t2T T by minimization via the quasi-Newton method [17] . The global optimality of the estimate is guaranteed due to the concavity of the weighted error.
The support vector machine (SVM) is a discriminative model, and it finds the decision boundary so as to maximize the margin between classes [18] . The multiclass SVM introduced in [18] , [19] , and [20] employs the following generalized hinge loss for the loss function:
J hin ðx x n ; y n ; fÞ ¼ X y6 ¼yn ½1 À fðx x n ; y n Þ À fðx x n ; yÞ ð
where fðx x; yÞ is a decision function, and ½v þ ¼ maxð0; vÞ. Given the decision function, it classifies an input vector x x to classŷ having the highest decision function value, y ¼ arg max y fðx x; yÞ. In the linear kernel SVM, the decision function is represented by fðx x; yÞ ¼ > y x x. The weighted error function of the multiclass SVM with the generalized hinge loss (23) based on our framework is as follows:
wðtjy n ÞJ hin ðx x n ; t; fÞ þ 2
where is a hyperparameter. The SVM with weights for each sample as in (24) is called the fuzzy SVM [21] or weighted SVM [22] . The optimization can be performed by solving a quadratic programming problem as described in [21] and [22] .
Methods Compared
We considered the following nine methods for the comparison of performance in this section: NB, ME, SVM, SEMI, CT, FA, CA-NB, CA-ME, and CA-SVM. NB is the naive Bayes model, ME is the maximum entropy model, and SVM is the linear kernel support vector machine.
1 They use only the target samples for training. SEMI is semisupervised learning with generative models as described in [1] . We used a mixture of multinomial distributions for the generative model, and a Dirichlet distribution for the prior. Unknown parameters were estimated by maximizing the log likelihood for labeled (target) samples and unlabeled (auxiliary) samples using the EM algorithm, where target classes in the auxiliary samples are assumed to be hidden variables. A parameter for discounting unlabeled samples were estimated by leaveone-out cross-validation.
CT is generative cross-training described in [8] , in which a document is generated from a mixture of multinomial distributions over pairs of target and auxiliary classes. The parameters were estimated using the EM algorithm by maximizing the log likelihood, where auxiliary classes are assumed to be hidden variables for target samples, and target classes are assumed to be hidden variables for auxiliary samples. After this estimation, a classifier for target classes was trained by minimizing the weighted error, where 1 . We used the linear SVM because we obtained better results with the linear SVM than the nonlinear SVM in our preliminary experiments. auxiliary samples were weighted by posterior probability. 2 We show the results when we used NB as the classifier because NB was better than ME. We estimated a parameter for discounting auxiliary samples by cross-validation.
FA is a feature augmentation method, in which outputs of an auxiliary classifier are augmented into a feature vector for a target classifier [10] . The training procedure is as follows: First, an auxiliary classifier is trained by using auxiliary samples. Next, each feature vector of a target sample is augmented by auxiliary class posteriors that are outputs of the auxiliary classifier. 3 Finally, a target classifier is trained by using the augmented target samples. We used ME as the classifiers. FA is similar to the discriminative cross-training described in [8] although we used ME as the classifier instead of SVM.
CA-NB, CA-ME, and CA-SVM are our methods (class adaptation) using NB, ME, and SVM as the classifiers, respectively.
NB, ME, and SVM do not use auxiliary samples at all. SEMI uses auxiliary samples as unlabeled samples. CT, FA, CA-NB, CA-ME, and CA-SVM use auxiliary samples as labeled samples with different taxonomies. We normalized the feature vector x x for ME so that its elements sum to one. In each experiment, we sampled target samples while setting the number of samples for each class to 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256. We used 100 test samples for each class. We evaluated performance via the average accuracies over 100 experiments. The hyperparameters N and N were chosen among f10 À3 ; 10 À2 ; 10 À1 ; 1g, and N was chosen among f1; 10; 10 2 ; 10 3 g so that they maximize the accuracy for a development data generated separately from training and test data.
Data
We used the following two sets of data in the evaluations: 20News and Web.
In 20News data, we used documents in the 20 Newsgroups corpus [23] . The corpus contains about 20,000 articles categorized into 20 discussion groups. We omitted stop words and words that occurred only once in the entire collection. The vocabulary size was 52,647. We set the following four groups in the 20 Newsgroups corpus as the target classes: comp.graphics, rec.sport.baseball, sci.electronics, and talk.religion.misc. These target classes were selected so that they have different higher-level categories. We set the other 16 classes as the auxiliary classes, and used all samples in the auxiliary classes as auxiliary samples. No articles in the corpus were multiposted, which means that there were no samples classified into multiple categories. The number of the auxiliary samples was 15,211.
In Web data, we used web pages that are categorized in goo category and yahoo category, which are Japanese directory search engines. We used those words as features that occurred more than nine times in both categories. The vocabulary size was 43,200. We set top-level 13 classes in goo category as the target classes and top-level 14 classes in yahoo category as the auxiliary classes, and used all samples in yahoo category as the auxiliary samples. The number of the auxiliary samples was 51,728. Table 3 shows the average classification accuracies on 20News and Web data. The accuracies achieved by our methods (CA-NB, CA-ME, and CA-SVM) are higher than those by the methods that use only target samples (NB, ME, and SVM), especially in the case of the small number of target samples. This result implies that our method can improve classifier performance by using auxiliary samples effectively. SEMI, CT, and FA also improve the accuracies. However, their improvements are smaller than that of our method. This can be understood from the following reasons. SEMI treats auxiliary samples as unlabeled samples and estimates their target classes; it does not use their class information at all. On the other hand, in our method the auxiliary samples are already clustered by the class labels. CT estimates a distribution for each pair of target and auxiliary classes, and the required number of models is jT T kA Aj, where j Á j represents the number of elements of a set. On the other hand, our method estimates a distribution for each class, and the required number of models is jT T j þ jA Aj. Therefore, our method can train classifiers more robustly with a smaller number of models to be trained than CT. FA improves the performance well when the number of target samples is small. However, as the number of target samples increases, the performance improvement of FA decreases. This result indicates that the augmented features, which are outputs of the auxiliary classifier, would have a negative effect to train classifiers because the auxiliary classes are different from the target classes.
Results
We also performed an experiment with the following target classes: sci.crypt, sci.electronics, sci.med, and sci.-space. We observed that the performance of the proposed method was not improved in this case. This situation is the same as the Orthogonal scenario in the toy example experiments presented in Section 5: Indeed, all the other classes in the corpus were with high-level categories different from sci. This experiment demonstrates that the performance will be improved only when some of the classes in different taxonomies are correlated with the target classes. Table 4 shows the average computational time (second) on 20News and Web data. It was measured on computers having 2.66-GHz Xeon CPUs. The computational complexity for the weight estimation in our framework is small, and it took only a few second even for large data with 256 target samples per each class and 51,728 auxiliary samples in Web data. Error function Jðx x; y; fÞ is added N T times in the objective function for only target samples (1) , and it is added NjT T j times in our framework (2) . Therefore, our framework can be regarded as using at most NjT T j samples for training. If the classifier used in our framework can handle large scale data, our framework is feasible as shown in the experiments. There are some cases where the computational time becomes shorter as the number of 2. The approach is called EM2D-D in [8] . We also evaluated performance of a variant of EM2D-D, which is called EM2D-G. But the accuracy of EM2D-G was lower than that of EM2D-D in our preliminary experiments, so that it is excluded from the comparisons. This result can be explained as follows: EM2D-D could reduce data sparsity and improve the reliability of its parameter estimates as described in [8] and data used here were very sparse.
3. We can also augment a feature vector by a vector that represents the predicted label by the auxiliary classifier. However, we found that the accuracy was lower than that of the posterior augmentation in our preliminary experiments. target samples increases. This is because that the weights estimated with large target samples are likely to be sparse, and thus, the effective number of samples decreases. Table 5 shows the classes with high conditional probabilities P ðyjtÞ for each target class on 20News data; the number of target samples was 32. The classes that have the same parents are likely to have high coefficients such as comp.windows.x for comp.graphics target class, and rec.sport.hockey for rec.sport.baseball target class. Even if the parents are not the same, classes that are closely related have high coefficients such as soc.religion.christian and alt.atheism for talk.religion.misc target class. Similar tendencies can be observed for Web data as well, as in Table 6 . For example, hobby and sport in yahoo has a high coefficient for sports and hobby and travel target class, and health and medicine in yahoo for health and medicine and beauty target class.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed a simple and promising learning framework for improving classifier performance by using auxiliary samples with different taxonomies. We have experimentally confirmed that when some of the classes in different taxonomies are correlated with the target classes, such labeled samples can significantly improve classifier performance. We have also shown experimentally the advantage of our method over conventional data augmentation methods. These results encourage us to believe that our data augmentation approach, class adaptation, will become a useful tool for designing robust classifiers.
We plan a wide-ranging exploration of the application area of our method. For example, many people put tags on many words or sentences for the wide variety of natural language processing tasks. However, these tagged data are not sufficiently utilized for similar tasks. These tagged data may improve the performance of other tasks. In our framework, weight estimation and classifier training are separated. We would like to consider the simultaneous estimation of the weights and the classifier. We used simple model distributions and classifiers in the experiments. We need to verify our framework further by applying it to other types of model distributions and classifiers. We also used simple features in our text classification experiments. Since the feature design or feature extraction might improve the classification performance further in our framework, it would be important to extend our framework to be able to extract features automatically in the future work. The value in the parenthesis represents the conditional probability.
TABLE 6 High Conditional Probability Classes for Each Target Class on Web Data when the Number of Target Samples for Each Class is 32
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